Abstract. In numerical simulation of wave equation, in a limited area to establish artificial boundary absorbing boundary conditions, the angular point on the calculation area of the processing is also cannot ignore a problem. According to CE, MTF, PML three different boundary conditions, using different angular point processing method, and through the numerical example comparing with different methods, better numerical results in practical application.
Introduction
In numerical simulation of seismic wave propagation, establish absorbing boundary conditions in limited area is a very important problem. In 1977, Clayton and Engquist [1] aim at sound wave equation of two-dimensional space put forward a series of different order of absorbing boundary conditions (CE). In 1994 Berenger put forward a new kind of absorbing boundary conditions namely Perfectly Matched Layer (PML) [2] ,the boundary conditions of almost zero reflection. In the early 1980's, Chinese scholars put forward the transmission theory and multiple transmission formula of [3] , called the MTF. The point is, through the direct simulation of various one-way wave kinematics characteristics together to establish ABC. On this basis, the handling of angular point computing area is also a can't ignore the problem In view of the sound wave equation of two-dimensional half space, Engquist and Madjda using different order number CE boundary conditions, set up corresponding to two order absorbing boundary condition corner conditions.Based on MTF of a discrete form of angular point condition, the first-order discrete form CE angle point in the condition of equivalence. In order to further improve the accuracy of the condition of the discrete form of angular point to higher order. Application form of second-order displacement PML formula of calculating area of different segmentation to deal with angular point problem. According to different angular point processing method, the results of numerical experiment is given, the numerical results confirm the validity of the promotion.
Introduction to the absorbing boundary conditions
Consider rectangular coordinate system ( , )
x y in 2d standard acoustic wave equation:
.1） Clayton and Engquist put forward a series of absorbing boundary conditions with different accuracy:
The first-order approximate:
The second order approximation: 
∂ ∂ This is the famous Clayton-Engquist paraxial approximation (paraxial approximation) absorbing boundary conditions, the abbreviation CE.In the MTF boundary conditions, N order transmission formula [3] :
Derivation for the formula (1.1), to get a new differential equation: 
In formula (1.3),make ( )
is PML region width, R is the reflection coefficient.
CE and MTF corner conditions
For two-dimensional half space of the acoustic wave equation (1.1) Engquist and Madjda CE boundary conditions using different order number, and put forward the corresponding to two order absorbing boundary condition corner conditions:
Alain Bamaberger given another corner conditions in 1990 [4] : , the numerical results and almost no difference between =1.5 γ .So imagine a discrete form based on MTF of corner conditions, and points out that the first order discrete form of angular point condition and CE angular point of equivalence. In order to further improve the accuracy of the condition of the discrete form of angular point to higher order.
Already in the artificial boundary 1 Γ and 2 Γ established N order MTF, as shown in figure (2.1) . In a corner on the 45 degree Angle in the direction of the straight line of first-order MTF is established,In this case, the formula and the formula (1.2) the same, but the formula (1.2) step to the space 2 x ∆ . It can be shown in a straight line at 45 degrees built this discrete corners and corner conditions of the conditional expression (2.1) is equivalent to. Certify as follows: the , x y axis rotated 45 degrees counter-clockwise direction to give the new axes, in Figure 1 below. In this case the coordinate transformation: cos sin , cos sin ,
Under the new coordinate system, a step at both ends of the formula (1. 
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Thus, the Formula
Re-use formula (2.2) in two type of formula (2.1). In order to further improve the accuracy of the first-order discrete corner aforementioned conditions be extended to higher order. Thus, in a straight line through the corners at 45 degrees higher order MTF. That is using the formula (1.2), then for the corresponding interpolated time or space.
Fig2.1 MTF calculating model

Processing PML boundary corner points
When calculated on the border area with PML absorbing boundary conditions, the area is divided into regions and PML calculation area. As shown in Figure 3 .1 left.Where, Ω is calculate region, Ω + Ω + Ω , which is a method for segmentation. Another division method as shown in Figure 3 .1 right, when equation (1.3) discrete, discrete left border on 1 Ω , 2 Ω on the right border of discrete, discrete bottom border on 3 Ω . On two different discrete way, we will confirm the first discretely reflection will occur at the corner points of the numerical examples below, while the second will be at the corner discretely handled well, almost no reflection. Processing for boundary Γ . Where n is the normal vector boundary. Discrete finite difference, such as the right boundary for differential discrete form, formula (3.1) is ( )
(2) For multi-transmitting formula MTF, we use spatial interpolation ways.
Numeral Calculations
To further validate the corner conditions mentioned above, we consider a two-dimensional focus on issues close to the corner reflection. Take Figure 4 .4 is the wave reaches the boundary, the first is the processing method in Figure 3 .1 PML region. Figure 3 .2 is the second approach to the PML region. As can be seen from the figure, the process by the first method, the corner points will be reflected; while the second method for processing, corner points almost no reflection.
